Holiday safety tips

Always pack your
bags yourself
to be sure what
is in them.

Always stay
with your
group and
Find out
tell other
about unsafe
people where areas so you
you’re going. know where to
avoid.

Never carry
all your
currency
or cards
with you.

Make sure you
have adequate
travel insurance
for every holiday.
If travelling
to European
countries carry
European Health
Insurance
Card (EHIC).

STAYING SAFE
ON HOLIDAY
For many people, the summer months are the time
of year they look forward to the most. If you are
fortunate enough to go away on holiday, whether
it’s abroad or a staycation in the U.K, taking
some practical steps to stay safe will ensure your
holiday is memorable for all the right reasons.

Alcohol and the sun
A holiday is an opportunity
to unwind and relax, and for
many people that involves
drinking more alcohol than
usual. Alcohol causes the
body to become dehydrated,
so together with hot
weather this can be a
dangerous combination.
On hot days, our bodies cool themselves through sweat so the fluids need
to be replaced. Replacing those fluids with alcohol could result in heat
exhaustion. Some of the symptoms of this are headaches, muscle cramps,
dizziness, and excessive sweating.
If this isn’t treated, it can lead to heat stroke; the body goes into shock
and it can be fatal.

Safety tip: drink plenty of water even if you don’t feel thirsty.
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Many incidents of drink spiking go unreported on
holiday. This may be because of memory loss,
embarrassment or just not realising the drink
has been spiked. If your drink is spiked, you’re
unlikely to taste it or smell it. It could lead to
blurred vision, paranoia, vomiting and
difficulty speaking.

Safety tip: never accept drinks from
people you don’t know, and don’t leave
your drink unattended.

Binge drinking
Drinking a lot of alcohol in a short space of time (binge drinking)
means your system is overwhelmed and has to work extra hard
to get rid of it. Binge drinking can turn a great night into a rubbish
one really quickly. It makes you vulnerable, easily confused and at
worst could lead to alcohol poisoning.

Safety tip: pace yourself on a night out, and always
alternate alcoholic drinks with water.

Alcohol and water

It might sound like common sense, but alcohol
and water don’t mix. Alcohol lowers your
inhibitions so you’re more likely to do
something and take risks which you wouldn’t
if you were sober.
Alcohol also affects your co-ordination
and breathing, so swimming or taking part in
water activities can be really dangerous if
you’ve drunk alcohol.

Safety tip: Always take note of warning signs on beaches,
near rivers or canals, and never swim in the sea at night.

Illegal drugs
Some countries have very strict
rules about using drugs, including
long prison sentences or even the
death penalty. If you are caught
with drugs you will be subject to
whatever the laws are in that
country even if you are a British
citizen. Certain countries will also
ban you from visiting there again.
If you are caught taking illegal drugs through customs you may receive
a customs record; a second offense could result in a criminal record.
If you do use drugs when you are on holiday, there is as much risk as
using them at home. It’s impossible to know how you will react to
them, and if you end up in hospital this can be very costly.

Safety tip: even though holidays are an opportunity to
relax, don’t feel pressured or coerced to try drugs if
you don’t want to.

Prescription medicines
If you take prescribed medication, check that you are allowed to take
that medicine into another country before you travel. Many
countries, including those you are just travelling through, have
different regulations about the types of medicine they allow to be
taken in, and the maximum amount you
can take.
If you need to take prescription
medication with you, check with your GP
if you require a letter from them to
confirm your medication.

Safety tip: always carry medicines
in their original packaging and
pack these in your hand luggage
(check with your airline).
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Alcohol safety

Drink spiking

